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A SURVEY OF FISH POPULATIONSIN PERCY BECK

AND BLACK BECK, JULY 1990.

D.T. Crisp, The NERC Instituteof FreshwaterEcology, Teesdale Laboratory,

c/o NorthumbrianWater Ltd., LartingtonTreatmentPlant, Lartington,

Barnard Castle, Co. Durham, DL12 9DW.

SUMMARY

A quantitativesurvey of fish populationsat six stations in the Black/

Percy Beck system was made on 10 & 11 July 1990.

Salmon (Salmo salar L.) parr were found at NZ/046168.

0-group and older trout (Salmo truttaL.) were found in Percy Beck up

to NZ/050180and in Black Beck to just above the confluenceof Percy Beck.

0-Group and older bullhead (cdttusgobio L.) were found in Percy Beck

up to NZ/050180and in Black Beck up to NZ/05117.

Stoneloach(Noemacheilusbarbatulus(L.)) were found in Percy Beck up

to NZ/050175but 0-group loach were found in only one of the three stations

which containedloach.

The populationdensity of trout varied between stations from 0.265 to

0.448 fish m-2 and their biomass was 5.0 to 10.9 g m-2. The proportion

of the trout pojulationthat was 0-group varied between stations from 26 to 45%.

Bullhead populationdensity (excluding0-group) was 0.056 to 0.138 fish m-2

and biomasswas 0.2 to 1.0 g m-2.

Within the stationswhere it was found and excluding0-group, the stone-

loach had populationdensitiesof 0.021 to 0.185 fish m-2 and biomasses of

-20.1 to 1.0 g m.



9. Total fish populations,excluding0-group bullhead and stoneloach,had

populationdensitiesof 0.44 to 0.70 fish m-2 and biomassesof 6.9 to

11.1 g m-2. Trout contributed49 to 87% of total fish numbers and 72 to

98% of total fish biomass. These values compare favourablywith

publisheddata from other, similarUK streams except that, in 1990 at least,

0 group trout were rather less numerousthan might be expected.



I INTRODUCTION

The Institute of Freshwater Ecology was commissioned by Glaxo Operations

UK Limited to carry out a brief survey of fish populations in the Black

and Percy Becks during the summer of 1990. This survey was part of a larger

survey of the water quality and biology of the streams by Durham University.

The present report is intended to be self-contained and self-explanatory.

Nevertheless, it should be considered in conjunction with the other elements

of the study.

The general aim was to achieve a quantitative description of the fish

populations in the two streams in terms of species distribution, fish numbers

and fish biomass. The sampling stations, methods and results would be defined

and recorded in sufficient detail that the single survey of 1990 could, if

required, form the basis of an on-going series of surveys annually or at

other regular or irregular intervals.

II STUDY AREA AND SAMPLING STATIONS.

The Black Beck rises c. 2.5 km WNW of Barnard Castle and flows through

agricultural land across the back of the Glaxo site. Down to the poiht

where it crosses Harmire Road it is heavily overgrown by aquatic vegetation.

Below Harmire Road it flows through Barnard Castle Golf Course and the heavy

ulant growth is removed from time to time by the greenkeeper and his staff.

The Percy Beck rises near Belle Vue (NZ/045196) to the N of Barnard

Castle. It flows through agricultural land and then, on the downstream

side of Harmire Road it flows through the golf course where the growth of

rank vegetation is controlled by the greenkeeper and his staff.
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Percy and Black Becks join at NZ/050178and their combined flow,

known as the "PercyBeck", entersFlatts Wood. The stream flows through the

wood and enters the R. Tees at NZ/046168. Within the wood the stream has

few macrophytes,but loprd tree branches provide some cover for fish and an

a2preciablehindrance to electrofishing.

A preliminarysurvey in December 1989 showed.thatfish were absent from

Black Beck above Harmire Road and scarce in the portion adjacent to the

Golf Course. Therefore,the fish survey concentratedon the stream system

downstreamof Barmire Road and the samplingstations were placed at six

strategicpoints within the system. The streambedin this part of the

system was composedof fine gravel and occasional bedrock but there were

appreciabledeposits of fine silt amongst the gravel.

The approximatepositionsof the samplingstations are shown in Figure 1

and details of their dimensionsare given in Table 1. The following points

should be noted:

Stations 1, 2 eg3 correspond,approximately,to Durham University

stations 13, 12 and 8, respectively.

Station 4 encompassesthe junctionof the Black and Percy Becks.

Three separatelengths and mean widths are given in Table 1 and these refer

to the appropriateportionsofBladKBeck, Percy Beck and the combined flow,

respectively.

Sketch maps to aid in precise location of the sampling stations

are given in ApzondixI.
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Fig. 1 Map to show approximate positions of fish samling

stations in Percy and Black Becks.



Station Nat. Grid

Ref.

Length

(m)

Mean width

(m)

Area

(2m)

1 Nz/046168 39.2 3.31 130

2 NZ/047172 4o.8 3.52 144

3 n/050175 39.6 3.70 147

4 n/05o178 6.6+13.7+15.8 1.74+1.37+2.25 66(11.5+18.8+35.4)

5 NZ/051179 34.1 1.55 53

6 NZ/050180 38.7 1.83 71

TABLE 1. Positions, dimensionsand areas of fish sampling stations. For

further details see Appendix I. An additional station a little

downstreamof station 5 was fished on 11 July 1990. It had

length c. 22 m, width c. 0.9 m and area c. 20 m2.



III METHODS

Station definitionand measurement.

As far as possiblethe positionof the upstream and downstreamlimit

of each station was defined in terms of its distance from a reasonably

permanentand readily recognisablelandmark,withinor close to the stream.

The length of each reach was measured,with due allowance for sinuosity of

the channel. The mean width was taken as the average of five measurements

of water surface width at regular intervalsalong the length of the station.

As noted, Station 4 was "Y" shaped, and each limb;.ofthe "Y" was measured

separately.

Electrofishing.

Each reach was electrofishedin an upstream direction on two occasions,

with an intervalof 30-45 min between the two successivefishings. The

equipmentwas a lightweightpulsed D.C. outfit operated at 300v and 60

pulses s-1.

The catches from the first and second fishings in each station were kept

separate. All the fish caught were identifiedto s;ecies and their lengths

measured to the nearest 0.1 cm. Bullheadsand stoneloachare very,small

during July of their first year of life (Age-group0 - see Appendix II) and

not amenableto quantitativecensus by electrofishing. No attempt was made

to collectall the 0-group bullheadsor stoneloachwhich were seen. However,

a small sample was taken for measurement. After measurementall fish were

returnedto the stream.

Census by the "removalmethod".

It is assumed that the same amount of eff-ortis put into each of the two

successivefishingsof a station. All the fish caught in the first fishing

(C1) are retaineduntil after completionof the second fishing (C2) and each

fishingis assumed to remove a high and relatively constant proportionof the

fish ;resent. Therefore,C2 is less than C1 and the total population (P)



can be estimatedas:

P = 01 1
2/C - C2

. The standard error of P is given by:

S.E. of P =Cx C22 x (C11
2

(Seber & Le Cren, 1967).

- 02)4

The followingpoints should be noted:

Each species within a station is treated separately.

Within a given species,large specimens are more efficiently

capturedby electrofishingthan small ones. Experiencehas shown that, for

this reason, it is expedientto estimate0 group trout numbers separately

from the numbers of older trout.

Approximateestimationof fish vieight.

For most species of fish the relationshipbetween weight (W, g) and

length (L, cm) can be representedby the equationW = a L , where a and b are

constantsand b = 3. The values of a and b for any given species will vary

between sites and also between differenttimes of year. Estimation of

values of a and b for a particularspecies in a particularstream would

require accuratemeasurementand weighingof a large sample of fish at the

time or times of year which were of interest. This is time-consumingand

can cause damage to the fish. In the present survey no attempt was made to

weigh any fish. Instead,all fish were accuratelymeasured and then

approximateweights were attributedon the basis of length:weightrelationships

from other waters (Table 2). This gives amcle accuracy for present purposes.

Age determination.

The ages of trout can be determinedfroM their scales and the ages of

bullheadsand stoneloach (which lack scales) from their otoliths (ear bones).



Species Age a b

T 0-Group 0.0021 3.4952

T & S Older 0.0154 2.8903

0-Group 0.0126 2.9449

Older 0.0111 3.0958

Older o .0 0647 3.1 658

TABLE 2. Values of the constantsa and b in the equation

W = aLb, where L . length (cm), W = weight (g).

Theconstantsrefer to the length:weightrelationshin

in July/Augustand are based on data from populations

as similar as possibleto those in the .Blackand Percy

Becks. T = trout, B . bullhead,L = stoneloach,

S = salmon.

1



A small sample of scales can be removed from a trout without harming it.

Therefore,scale samples were taken from all of the older trout caught in

Stations 1 and 4 (AppendixIII). The preparationand reading of scales is

lengthy and expensiveand has not been attemptedas part of the L-iresent

contract. It could be done, if requ,ired.

The collectionof otolithsrequiresthat the fish be killed. No otoliths

were collectedduring the survey.

For these reasons the present survey gave little solid informationabout

the ages and, hence, the growth, of the fish in Percy and Black Becks.

However, some indicationscan be gained from length-frequencydistributions

(see below).

14 RESULTS

Four species of fish were found in the Percy and Black Beck system.

Young salmon (Salmo salar L.) were found in small numbers in Station 1. Trout

(Salmo trutta L.) were found at all stations,,exceptStation 5, and the

presenceof 0-group trout at all stations (exceptStation 5) suggests that

this species breeds successfullyover most of the stream system. The bullhead

(Cottusgobio L.) was also found in all stations except for Station 5 and

an exploratoryfishing midway between Stations 4 and 5 yielded bullheadsbut

no trout. The presenceof 0-group bullheadsat Stations 1, 3, 4 and 6

indicatessuccessfulspawningat most stations. The stoneloach (Noemacheilus 

barbatulus (L.))was found in the lowermostthree stations (1, 2 and 3) and,

0-group were found only at Station 3.



Details of the catchesand estimatesof :lopulation+ 95%confidence

limits and of percentagefishing efficiencyare givenin Table 3. In the last

column of the table the results are expressedas numbers of fish m-2 of

stream. With the exce,:tionof older trout, the fishing efficienciesin

Station 1 were low (33 - 50%) and the 95% confidencelimits of the population

estimateswere correspondinglyhigh. This largely reflects difficultiesin

fishingStation 1 as a result of the presencein the stream of large amounts

of lopped branches. Nevertheless,the !)opulationestimates fOr Station 1

are similar to those from the other stations. With the exception of bullheads

at Station 2 and 0-group trout at Station 4, all other estimatesare based

on high efficiencies(67 - 100%) and have small confidencelimits (+ 20%, or

less). The estimatedpopulationdensitiesfrom Table 3 have been used, in

conjunctionwith fish weights calculatedfrom observed lengths, to estimate

the biomass of each species at each station (Table 4).

Note that, for bullheadat Stations 1, 3, 4 and 6 and for stoneloachat

Station3, the estimatesof populationdensity and biomass will be depressed

through omission of the 0-group fish.

Excluding0-group bullheadand stoneloach,the ;populationdensity of fish

varied between stationsfrom 0.44 m-2 at Station 6 to 0.70 m-2 at Station 1.

The majorityof these fish were trout (49% at Station 1, 87% at Station 6)

and the percentageof the trout which were in their first year of life (0-group)

varied from 45% at Station 1 to 26% at Station 6. The estimated biomass of

fish, excluding0-group bullheadand stoneloach,varied from 6.9 g.m-2 at

Station 1 to 11.1 g m-2 at Station 6 and trout contributedmost of this

biomass (from 72% at Station 1 to 98% at Station 6).



Station SpeciesAge (S)0102C1+C2 P+95% C.L.
Eff.




1 SI-Prp21 3 4+7 50.0




1 T0-Grp 95. 14 20+21 45.0




1 TOlder20 4 24 25+2_ 80.0




1 B*Older 64 lo 18+38 33.0




1 LOlder12 6 18. 24+17 50.0




1 TOTAL--- - - -




2 T0-Grp 174 21 22+4 77.0




2 TOlder 384 42 42+2 90.5




2 BOlder 63 9 12+12 50.0




2 LOlder12 3 3 -




2 TOTAL--- - - -




3 T0-Grp 113 14 14+4 73.0




3 TOlder19 4 23 24+3 79.0




3 B*Older 143 17 18+3 78.0




3 L*Older 143 17 18+3 78.0




3 TOTAL





4 T0-Grp 5 2 7 8+6 60.0




4 TOlder102 12 13+2 77.0




4 B*Older 6 2 8 9+4 67.0




4 TOTAL





6 T0-Grp 61 7 7+1 86.o




6 TOlder191 20 20+1 95.0




6 B*Older 4o 4 4 100.0




6 TOTAL





TABLE 3. Population estimatesfor trout (T), salmon (S), bullhead (B)

seen at St. 5, but a reach of c. 20 m2 a little downstream contained

.bullheadsat a populationdensity of at least 0.25m .

No. m-2

0.031

0.1541
0.346

0.192

0.138

0.185

0.700

0.153S0.448
0.295

0.083

0.021

0.552

0.102]0.265
0.163

0.122

0.122

0.509

0.12110.318

0.197

0.136

0.454

0.099i n0.301
0.282

0.056

0.437

and stoneloach (L).

No attempt was made to estimatethe numbers of 0-group bullheads or loach but

presenceof 0-group in each station is indicated by an asterisk. No fish were



Station Species Age(s) Biomass (g m-`)

1 S I-Grp 0.4

1 T 0-Grp 0.3

1 T Older 4.7

1 B Older o.8

1 L Older 0.7

1 TOTAL 6.9

2 T 0-Grp 0.4

2 T Older 9.7

2 B Older 0.4

2 L Older 0.1

2 TOTAL 10.6

3 T 0-Grp 0.3

3 T Older/ 5.1

3 B Older 0.6

3 L Older 1.0

3 TOTAL 7.0

4 T 0-Grp 0.3

4 T Older 6.9

4 B Older 1.0

4 TOTAL 8.2

6 T 0-Grp 0.4

6 T Older 10.5

6 B Older 0.2

6 TOTAL 11.1

TABLE 4. Estimatesof biomass (g m-2) in eaCh station for different species

and ages of fish and for all fish species. T, S, B & L as in

Table 2.



The percentagefrequencydistributionof the trout between 1.0 cm

length ranges is shown in Figure 2. The 0-group trout form a distinct group

about a modal length of c. 5.5cm. Subsequentage-groups show considerable

overlap. It is likely that the I-grouc has a mode of c. 11 cm and the II-

group has a mode of c. 15 cm. However, scale reading would be required in

order to confirm or refute this suggestion.

Figure 3 shows the frequencydistributions,between 0.5 cm length ranges

of older bullheadand stoneloach.-The length ranges covered by the 0-group

fish are also indicated. For both species the 0-group fish can be clearly

distinguishedfrom the older fish. The bullhead distributionsuggests

a I-group mode of 6 - 6.5cm and a II-groupmode of 8 - 8.5 cm, but otolith

readingswould be required to confirm this. The pattern for stoneloach is

irregularand difficultto interpret,even,tentatively. In contrast to the

trout and bullheaddistribution,the stoneloachdistributionfor I-group and

older does not suggest an exponentialreductionin numbers as length (hence,

age) increases. This and the fact that 0-group loach were found at only one

station suggests that loach recruitmentin Percy Beck may be very variable

from year to year.

V DISCUSSION

1. Salmon:

Thesize of the salmon parr in Station 1 indicates that they were I-group

i.e. they were 0-group in 1989 and arose from eggs laid in the autumn of 1988

or the winter of 1988-9. There are six possibleexplanationsof their presence:

They were hatchery fish placed in the lower reaches of Percy Beck

by the NWA/NRA as 0-group during 1989.

They were hatchery fish placed in the lower eaches of Percy Beck

as Igroup during 1990 by the NRA.
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They were hatchery fish which were placed in the R. Tees as 0-grouj

in 1989 and have subsequentlymoved into Percy Beck.

They were hatchery fish which were olacedin the R. Tees as

I-group in 1990 and have moved into Percy Beck.

They were FTogenyof wild fish spawning in the R. Tees.

They arose directlyfrom the spawning of wild salmon in the lower

reaches of Percy Beck.

Enquiriesare being made by NRA to seewhethertheir records cast any

light on the first four possibilities.

Fish age and growth.

The length frequencydistributionssuggest that the approximatemean

lengths in July of age-groups0, I and II will be 5.5 cm, 11 cm and 15 cm

for trout and 2.5 cm, 6 - 6.5 cm and 8 - 8.5 cm for bullheads,respectively.

Values based on scale readings for trout in the Tees below Cauldron Snout

(Crisp et al., 1974) in August were 4.8 cm, 10.7cm, 15.3cm. Comparable

values for bullheadsat the same site were 1.5 cm, 5.0 cm, and 7.0 cm. These

values from Cow Green are sufficientlysimilar to the seculative values from

Percy Beck to give some plausibilityto the latter, but validationwould

de:Jendupon rigorous analysis of age determinationmaterial.

Populationdensity and biomass.

Informationon midsummer jorillationdensitiesand biomasses of fish species

in 10 English streams are given by Le Cren (1965) (see Appendix IV). The

first five streams listed by Le Cren are in northern England, the last five

in the south. Amongst the northern streams,Nether Hearth Sike (550 m.O.D.)

is exceptionalin that it is at high altitudeL(550m.O.D.) and in a harsh

climate in.the northern Pennines. Le Cren's data show 0-group trout populations

of 0.2 to 2.4 m , and populationdensitiesof older trout of 0.1 to 0.5 m-2
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and trout biomassesof 0.6 to 16.2+ 6 m-2. Viewed within this context, the

populationdensity of 0-group trout in Percy Beck (0.099 - 0.154 m-2) is on

the low side, the populationdensity of older trout (0.16 - 0.30 m-2) is

unexceptionaland the biomass (5.0 - 10.9 g m ) is normal. Le Cren's

northernstreams lacked stoneloachand had few, if any, bullheads. The

populationdensitiesand biomassesof bullheadsobserved in Percy Beck

(0.056- 0.138 fish m-2 and 0,2 - 1.0 g m-2) are low comiared with the

high values observed in three southern chalk streams.

The upper limits of fish distribution.

Preliminarystudies during December 1989 indicated that, in Black Beck,

fish were absent or very scarce upstreamof Harmire Bridge and that the

uppermostdetectablelimit of fish distributionwas somewhere between Stations

4 and 5 of the present survey. The present survey has confirmed this. The

presenceof trout and bullheadsin the lower reaches of Black Beck at Station 4

and of bullheads between Stations 4 and 5 suggests that this does not indicate

any problem with regard to the chemicalquality of the Black Beck water.

Rather the absence of fish from the uppermostreaches is likely to reflect

decreasingstream size and the choking of the channel by dense growths of

macrophytes. It may also be related to suspendedsolids (see 5 below).

In Percy Beck a thriving trout poculation,which included0-group fish

(indicativeof successfulspawning),was found at the uppermost station (St. 6).

It might be useful_toascertainthe upper limit of fish distributionin this

stream.

Inputs from Harmire Road.

The upper reaches of Black Beck were visited on 14 December, 1989. There

had been a modest overnightsnowfall,the roads had been salted and road effluent

was flowing into the beck from Harmire Road via two pipes under the road bridge.
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This effluentwas very turbid and probablyalso very salty. The turbidity

was caused by fine, clayey particlesin suspensionand, whereas the water

was clear upstreamof the road, it was sufficientlydiscoloureddownstream

that the streambedwas difficultto see. The presence of relativelylarge

amounts of fine silt in the bed materialof the whole length of Black/Percy

Beck in July 1990 haS already been noted. Such material can infill the

intersticesin the gravel in which the young stages of trout develop during

the period from October/Novemberto April/May. This infilling reduces the

water flow through the gravel and, hence, reduces the supply of oxygen to the

intragravelstages of trout and may lead to reduced survival of these young

stages. It is not clear whether or not the Percy Beck receives similar

effluentat the point where it crossesHarmire Road. If it does not, then

this is one 2ossiblereason for the presenceof more fish in the upper

reaches of Percy Beck than in the upper reaches of Black Beck.

VI FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS.

The survey has shown that the fish populationsin the Black and Percy Becks

are in a generallyhealthy state and the next step may be simply to retain

the data and take no furtheraction, unless at some time in the future, there

are indicationsof a possible change. It might then be appropriateto institute

another survey.

Most fish populationsshow some year-by-yearvariations in recruitment

and to establisha really sound base-linefor future comparisonsit is

necessaryto make repeat surveys over a peribd of 5-10 years. Glaxo UK may

wish to considerseeking tenders for repetitionof the survey for, say,

another four years.
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As a result of this work we have a fairly clear knowledge of the upstream

limit of fish distributionin the Blabk Beck. We lack such informationfor

Percy Beck. It would be worthwhileto make a quick, non-quantitativesurvey

of Percy Beck upstream of Harmire Road to gain such information. This might

lead to the addition of one or more routine census stations in any future

quantitativesurveys.

It is unlikely that it would be cost-effectiveto attempt to read scales

from Percy Beck trout. However, this would be possible, if desired. The

scale samples will be kelftand they will then be available should future

circumstancesrequire that they be read.
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APPENDIX I. SKETCH MAPS AND NOTES TO FACILITATEIDENTIFICATION

OF SAMPLINGSTATIONS.

The approximatepositionsof the stationsare indicatedin Figure 1 and

Table 1. The .followingmaps identifythe upper and lower limit of each reach

relative to one or more fairly permanentlandmarks. Where only one end of

the reach can be located in this way, the other can be located by use of

the measured length of the station (see Table 1 and legends of sketch maps).



lLf

STATION 1. Reach is eaSily identifiable from 2 permanent footbridges

upstream of the junction with the R. Tees. The reach is 39.2 m

in length. Gravel bed with some large stones, silt and tree

fellings.
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STATION 2. "Island" and boulder mark the upper end of the reach. A series

of rocky ledges marks the lower end. Overall length is 40.8 m.

Streambed comprises large arsas of bedrock with some gravel.

Silt in upper end of reach.
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STATION3. Stone blocks from the viaduct mark -bottomend of reach and

riffle at top•end of a long pool marks the top end. Length

of reach is 39.6 m. Reach has a series of riffles and a long

deeL)pool with stony bottom. Appreciablesilting in cool.
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STATION 4. Measurements together with identification marks are shown on the

plan of the reach.: The streambed is made LID of fine gravel riffles

with appreciable de,:ositsof silt at the lower end.
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STATION 5. Upper end of reach is marked by the footbridge from the Club

House. Length is 34.1 m. Stony bed with algal cover.
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STATION 6. Lower end of reach is 3 m below footbridge. Length 38.7 m.

Gravel bed with some algal cover and weed bed at lower end of

large pool.
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APPENDIX II DESCRIBINGTHE AGES OF FISK.

The manner in which biologistsdescribethe ages of fish can be confusing

and a brief explanationof the conventionused in this report may be a help

to the reader. We will take the trout as an example, though similar

principlesapply to the other fish species.

Trout lay their eggs in gravel beds in the autumn or winter. The egg

developsand hatches to give an "alevin". The alevin remains in the gravel

andsubsistsupon its yolk sac. The followingspring, when the yolk sac

is almostexhausted,the alevin (now termed a "fry") leaves the gravel and

becomes a free-swimmingfish which takes externalfoods. This time of

emergencefrom the gravel (not the time of ovil;:osition)is regarded as the

birthdayof the fish. The precise birthdaysof trout in a given stream will

vary from fish to fish. However, for convenience,a single birth date is

arbitrarilyapplied to all the fish of a given species . In Teesdale streams

it is convenientto take 1 April as the birthday of all trout. From its •

date of birth to its first birthdaya trout is describedas "Age-group0" or

"0-group". During the followingyear it is describedas "Age-groupI" or "I-

group". Similar terminologya:,•Jiesto later years of life. A :articular

cohort of fish is usually identifiedaccording to its yoar of birth. For

example,trout which were "Age-groue0" in 1989 would be describedas the

1'1989Year Class.".

Similar principlesapply to such fish species as bullheadand stoneloach.

These fish spawn in Spring and their young become free-swimmingin the early

Summer. It is, therefore,appropriateto assume a birthdayof 1 June for these

species.
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APPENDIX III. Listing of fish from which scales were collectedon 10 July

1990 by statibn,secies and length. S = salmon, T = trout.

During the survey of 10-11 July 1990 a total.of3 salmon and

121 trout of I-group and older were handled. Scales were




collectedfrom 28 trout older than I group and from 2 salmon.

Station Species Length Station Species Length




(cm)




(cm)

1 s 10.3 4 T 10.4
1 s lo.8 4 T 10.8

1 T 10.1 4 T 12.6
1 T 10.1 4 T 12.7
1 T 10.2 4 T 12.8
1 T 10.7 4 T 12.8
1 T 10.8 4 T 13.1
1 T 10.8 4 T 13.2
1 T 11.3 4 T 14.2
1 T 12.7 4 T 14.4
1 T 13.7 4 T 15.6

1 T 14.7 4 T 22.5

1 T 14.8





1 T 15.1





1 T 15.8





1 T 18.8





1 T 20.6





1 T 26.1
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APPENDIXIV. DATAFROMLE CREN (1969).

TA 13

MIDSUMMER 13IONI ASSES OF FISH IN TEN STREAMS (g/m 2). + SMALL AMOUNT
NOT DETERMINED; - = SPECIES NOT RFEORDED AS PRESENT.
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'2-AILF, II

MIDSUMMER POPULATION DENSITIES OF FISH IN TEN STREAMS (NUMBERS /
in 2) -I = SMALL NUMIWR NOT ACCURATELY 1»crElzi\I !NED, - = SPEC:IES NotR0000,DED A s vpd...sviwr.

Dethrr
Swam Mark lirows K togswell 1k11 tl orient-re woi th Ihwth I ?Dr Frown t 0 &hills Docks-Its in'clIr

imui 0 1.9 0.6 0.2 11.2 2 7 7 1.0 7,1

I - 0.5 0.2 III n ' , 11.1	 0.2

Older 0.1 0.1 •I 0.i

Tobi 2.4 0.9 0.7 0. I 0.2 I .1 2.;

Salmon 4

Sol Ipi n 039.401€0.181 0.5 I 0.3 45_2 52

Minnow 0.5 2_?

564)141/94k I .0

Slone tantil (1.5

Eel ; .,

All 9pecWs 0 940.7 0,1 11.6 12.6+4 8.06.4


